
Tarrington NDP -  Previous / Proposed Consultation. 

 

Dear John 

Further to our conversation yesterday, on behalf of Mr and Mrs Stock, I prepare this short 
note which is in part, a response to the minutes of the last NDP Steering Group Meeting.   

I would be grateful if this can be distributed to all members of the steering group. 

 

I understand the previous housing site options public consultation was understandably 
framed around the draft Core Strategy (CS) policies at the time.  These effectively required the 
majority of new housing to be located in the higher tier settlements listed in figure 4.20 of the 
modified CS - commonly known as RA1 settlements.  The result of which is that the two 
principal development opportunities (which are my client’s land and land adjacent Church 
View) were not presented as being equally available or suitable in policy terms.  This will 
undoubtedly have influenced the responses given to the consultation. 

 
The modified CS now materially changes the policy position and puts the settlements listed in 
Figure 4.21 of the CS (hereafter referred to as RA2 villages) on an even playing field with RA1 
settlements, providing more stringent design criteria are satisfied.  In principle, the NDP could 
allocate some or all of the Parishes housing on my clients land and this would not fall foul of 
the requirements of the relevant CS policies.  In short, the modified policies do not restrict 
how dwellings must be distributed across Tarrington and Little Tarrington. 

 
I appreciate that there are many more planning considerations that the NDP will need to 
weight up, which will influence how and where housing is located but the choices offered to 
the community must be informed by the latest strategic policy position. 

 
We therefore suggest that a further short consultation is required that considers the 
communities views on where the dwellings should be located and if both sites are considered 
suitable, how many should be placed on each site.  This could be a much more focussed 
consultation than was previously the case giving the community a small number of tangible 
development options to consider. 

As an aside, I have reviewed the existing extant commitments on the Council’s web-site and 
there in fact nine as opposed 10 with one completion. 

 


